
Workstation Acoustic Solutions



Intelligently designed and engineered to deliver the most comfortable acoustic 
experience.
With the growing need for acoustic comfort in spaces, Snowsound introduces a line
of high-end acoustic solutions and world class technology that architects, designers 
and project owners no longer need to hide. The products are as beautiful as they are 
functional, and not only does Snowsound create a more comfortable acoustic 
environment, but it also enhances the aesthetics of any given space. Design partners 
that include Michele De Lucchi, Alberto Meda, and Alessandro Mendini elevate the
design integrity of the spaces they’re incorporated into. The colors, shapes and sizes 
as well as their ease of installation make them the most flexible and user-friendly 
acoustic panels, with the broadest spectrum of application and mounting possibilities,
thus providing a solution for any project need.  
Inspired by nature, Snowsound delivers innovative technology that mimics the
properties of freshly fallen snow to absorb sound impurities and achieve optimal 
acoustic clarity in today’s modern, creative spaces.  Winner of numerous awards, the 
patented technology helps achieve optimal sound absorption using the properties 
of three frequencies and soundproofing against unwanted reverberations to 
signifi cantly enhance acoustic experiences.  Not only is the technology unsurpassed, 
but the innovative designs are renowned in the world of architecture and design. 
Each collection features a unique aesthetic that lends to customization in creative 
spaces.
Discover Snowsound’s suite of acoustic solutions that include a range of installation 
options and confi gurations for virtually any space, making Snowsound versatile and 
fl exible for any application.

About Snowsound®



Design an environment that fosters productivity and enjoyment by delivering 
the most comfortable acoustic experience with Snowsound acoustic solutions.  
Every Snowsound acoustic panel is engineered with unique patented technology 
for optimum sound pollution absorption for complete acoustic clarity. 
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BAFFLE, BAFFLE OVERSIZE - The BAFFLE system creates a unique 
design aesthetic and customizable effect by seamlessly suspending 
from the ceiling in customizable heights and orientations that results 
in an airy and sophisticated feel for designers and architects to 
achieve a truly customized look.
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MITESCO DIVIDER SCREENS – Option for 3-tier or 4-tier structure 
in powder-coated steel with bases in powder-coated cast iron to 
mount panels on each side.

CLASP DIVIDER – In the CLASP DIVIDER, the Snowsound Fiber 
Acoustic Textiles is fixed to a chrome-metal modular structure 
suspended on cables with a height adjustable system.The structure 
is freely configurable and allows infinite compositions. The fabric 
slipcover is removable.
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CORNER – The CORNER system panels divide work spaces by 
creating a visual barrier while optimizing acoustic comfort.  The 
ultra-thin 35mm panels are coupled with desk mounting hardware 
that seamlessly connects the panel’s “corners”.  This system can be 
retrofi tted to existing spaces or specifi ed as an architectural element 
in the design phase.
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SNOWFRONT – The SNOWFRONT system panels provide custom height 
visual barrier and modesty screen. The ultra-thin 35mm panels attached 
to work surfaces and offer a dual solution with privacy and acoustic 
comfort. This system can be retrofi tted to existing spaces or specifi ed as 
an architectural element in the design phase.
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MITESCO - Designed by Michele De Lucchi, MITESCO panels exude a sleek 
and sophisticated look while offering modular capabilities for true flexibility. 
They can be mounted onto walls, ceilings, or oriented as free-standing acoustic 
sound dividers.  Whether wall mounted or free-standing, these panels are 
versatile and modular to create the effect of a screen divider or desk divider 
panel for the offi ce and beyond. 
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MITESCO DIVIDER SCREENS – Option for 3-tier or 4-tier structure 
in powder-coated steel with bases in powder-coated cast iron to 
mount panels on each side.

MITESCO DIVIDER SCREENS – Option for 3-tier or 4-tier structure 
in powder-coated steel with bases in powder-coated cast iron to 
mount panels on each side.
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PLI OVER - Designed by Marc Sadler, PLI OVER are acoustic dividers using 
Snowsound technology with self-supporting bases or on castors for greater
flexibility of movement.
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MINIMAL – The MINIMAL system allows the subdivision of work 
surfaces using panels by simply placing them inside the brackets.
The brackets “MINIMAL”, made of cast metal, are characterized 
by their small size and essential design. The system is available in 
the clamp version or for direct fi xing to the desktop.
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OVERSIZE (DESK MOUNTED) | PLI OVERSIZE – The OVERSIZE 
system is characterized by the large size acoustic panel proportion.  
Panels serve as double-sided and free-standing partitions.  
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PLI – One of the cleverest and most customizable acoustic designs is PLI, 
which incorporates a unique snap and strap gathering system that groups 
together acoustic panels that can be configured in multiple ways, including 
creating a room divider effect.  Optional bases allow for free-standing panels 
that can be expanded and “curved” around objects like walls or room dividers, 
making it ideal for office environments.
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• Trevira CS® Polyester 
  Surface

• High Density Polyester

• Medium Density Polyester

• Low Density Polyester

Sound Quality
Selective Frequency Absorption

Snowsound®
Acoustic Panel

ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE 
Snowsound panels have obtained Class A sound absorption 
based on ISO standard11654 and achieve an NRC of 1.0 for
all panel designs. 

MODULAR 
Streamlined shapes can be configured in many ways, as
free-standing, ceiling suspended, or wall and ceiling mounted
to create beautiful customized spaces.

ECO-FRIENDLY 
Panels are 100% recyclable. No organic materials or formal-
dehyde contents used - tested according to UNI EN 717-2. 
Greenguard Gold certifi cation is primarly benefi cial to educa-
tion and healthcare.

FIRE and SMOKE SAFETY 
Class A flame spread and smoke development (UL 723,
ASTM E84).

MATERIALS
The exterior is composed of proprietary Trevira CS® polyester 
fabric, making the surface appear visually soft while the panel
itself is highly durable and resistant to tearing and perforation.
The absence of an air space or cavity between the outer fabric
and sound-absorbing core signifi cantly decreases the accu-
mulation of dust. The panels can be easily cleaned with a mild 
cleanser. 

ENGINEERING 
Patented technology functions to selectively target sound
across low, mid and high range frequencies to achieve optimal
optimal sound absorption, while the seamless designs render
the panels sleek and unobtrusive. 

TECHNOLOGY
Snowsound’s patented technology is based on the use of variable density sound absorbing material. These 
variable density panels achieve selective absorption at different frequencies. Panels are engineered to reduce 
unwanted reverberation and optimize sound for signfi cantly improved acoustic comfort in any space.  Experience 
this unique feature and learn why architects and interior designers prefer Snowsound.
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Tested & Approved
Sound absorption testing was conducted by Istituto Giordano using the (UNI EN) ISO 354:2003 standard, 
obtaining CLASS A sound absorption according to ISO 11654 standards. This ISO 354 test is comparable to 
ASTM C423 (Standard Test Method for Sound Absorption and Sound Absorption Coeffi cients by the Rever-
beration Room Method).
Additional sound absorption testing was done by Laboratoria Di Acoustica of MATERIACOUSTICA, a
research and engineering lab specialized in acoustics and vibration according to ISO 105342, which 
is comparable to ASTM C384 (Standard Test Method for Impedance and Absorption of Acoustical Materials 
by Impedance Tube Method).  
Snowsound products are manufactured using a patented sound absorbing material with variable densities,
which allows the panels to be the market leader in sound absorption effectiveness with NRC ratings of 1.0 
for all panel designs.
The patented and award winning Snowsound technology behind our product enables the panels to achieve
acoustic correction and balance: the inner core of our panels is made of variable density polyester, which 
allows the panels to selectively absorb the optimal amount of sound from all frequency categories in the 
spectrum, resulting in the most advanced acoustic correction to eliminate echo and reverberation. Panels 
are made entirely of polyester, 100% recyclable, and GREENGUARD Gold Certifi ed to meet sustainability 
and environmental health standards for green buildings.
Complex manufacturing yields a complete single unit, double-sided panel, without any fabrication
or assembly required. The absence of an airspace or cavity between the outer fabric and sound absorbing 
core signifi cantly decreases the accumulation of dust and the panels are easy to clean with mild cleanser. 
The frameless design also gives Snowsound panels a completely sound absorbing surface; no other 
material is present to hinder the sound absorbency or reflect part of the sound.

Why Choose Snowsound?
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Follow Us: @snowsoundusa

© 2019 Snowsound® USA. All rights reserved.

SNOWSOUND USA
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www.snowsoundusa.com                    Phone: 562.903.9550
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